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What make teachers tick? *SingTeach*, Issue 10, January 2008
http://singteach.nie.edu.sg/content/view/232/160/
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4. **Procrastination among students in Singapore.** A collaborative study with University of Alberta (AcRf RI17/06 VH, $9380.00, April 2007-March 2009)


6. **Evaluation of the state of Early Intervention Programme for Infants and Young Children in Singapore** (Oct 2008 - June 2009). In collaboration with NCSS and KKH. (NCSS and SingHealth funding $50,000).


9. **Social Problem-Solving Skills Gaming for Children.** A collaborative study with Division of Psychology, School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Nanyang Technological University. (OER funding $249,000)


11. **Longitudinal study of Beyond Parental Control cases: Factors associated with possible variation in court orders** (Oct 2009 – Sept 2012) (Ministry of Community Development and Youth Services Family Research Fund $80000).